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ABSTRACT 
We prove an improved version of Korotkov's characterization of Carleman operators and we 
determine those bounded linear operators U: L (ll)~L2(v) (L~(,u) being a Banach function space) 
with the property that for every bounded li ear operator B on Lz(v), the restriction of BU to a 
given order ideal E inLe(p) is integral or regular s an operator from E to Lo(v). 
INTRODUCTION 
In the monograph [3] of P.R. Halmos and V.S. Sunder it is asked whether 
the class of bounded integral operators on Lz([t ) is a right ideal in the algebra 
~(Lz(p))  of all bounded linear operators on L2(//). This problem has been 
independently solved by W. Schachermayer and by V.B. Korotkov. The first 
named author gave in [14] an example of a bounded integral operator U with 
a positive kernel and of an operator A e ~(Lz(p)) such that UA is not integral. 
An alternative solution has been provided by the second author, who proved 
in [7] an important heorem according to which an operator UE ~(L2(p)) (p 
being a o-finite not purely atomic separable measure) is a Carleman operator 
if and only if UA is integral for every A ~ ~(Lz(p)). By using this theorem he 
was able to indicate in [8] a whole class of bounded integral operators U with 
positive kernels such that UA is not integral for some A ~ ~(L2(p)), depending 
on U. There is also another theorem of Korotkov (see [9]) which characterizes 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators on L2(//) (/2 being as above) as those operators 
U~ ~(Lz(p)   with the property that BU is integral for every B ~ £g(Lz(p) ). 
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The purpose of our paper is to present extensions of both mentioned results 
of Korotkov. In the first place, we give a short proof of an improved version 
of Korotkov's theorem from [7]. Actually, his theorem says that Ue  ~(L2(/2)) 
is a Carleman operator provided that the restriction of UA to Loo(/2)VIL2(/2) is 
integral for every A E ~(L2(/2)). Our first improvement consists in replacing 
the requirement that the restriction of UA to L~o (12)NL2(/2) should be integral 
by the weaker requirement that the restriction of UA to a non discrete order 
ideal E in L2(B) should be a regular operator (i.e., a linear combination of 
positive operators) from E into the Riesz space L0(/2) of all classes of finite 
/2-measurable functions. The second improvement is the removal of the 
separability hypothesis imposed on/2; moreover, we find that in the case when 
/2 is separable, the above regularity condition should be checked only for a 
certain A0 e £¢(L2(a)) not depending on U, while in Korotkov's theorem A 
does vary with U even in the separable case. 
Korotkov's proof uses quite non-elementary devices uch as spectral theory, 
some theorems due to J. von Neumann and to H. Weyl and some results con- 
cerning lacunary orthogonal systems. Our proof is shorter as it relies only on 
Khintchine's inequalities for Rademacher functions. 
In the second place, we determine the class of those bounded operators 
U:Lo(/2)-*L2(v ) (Lo(/2) being a Banach function space) with the property that 
the restriction of BU to an order ideal ECLe(p), order dense in Lo(/2), is 
integral for every B e~(L2(v)),  and the class of those bounded operators 
U : LQ(/2)~L2(v) with the property that the restriction of BU to E, viewed as 
an operator from E to Lo(v), is regular for every B e ~(L2(v)). To achieve this, 
we introduce the notion of a G-Carleman operator (for G an order ideal in 
Lo(p)), which extends the notion of an operator with finite double norm. It 
turns out that the above mentioned classes are identical nd are formed just by 
those bounded operators U:LQ(/2)~Lz(v) such that U* is E×-Carleman, 
where E x denotes the K6the dual of E (v is assumed to be not purely atomic). 
As above, in the separable case it suffices to check the conditions on U only 
for a certain B 0 not depending on U. In the case when Le(/2)=L2(/2), we find 
a characterization of Hilbert-Schmidt operators which improves Korotkov's 
characterization from [9] in the same way as it was done for the first of 
Korotkov's theorems. 
As our approach does not make use of spectral theory, we may consider 
operators acting between function spaces associated to different measure 
spaces. The advantage which can be taken from this is just the removal of the 
separability assumption we have spoken of. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout the whole paper, the word "operator"  will mean "linear 
operator".  Given an operator U from a vector space E into a vector space F, 
we shall denote by UIE 1 its restriction to a vector subspace El of E. 
As we shall not have to deal with spectral properties, we shall consider, for 
the sake of simplicity only operators acting between spaces of real functions; 
it is an easy matter to adapt all our results to the complex case. 
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Order properties of operators play a major role in our results. Consequently, 
we assume the reader to be familiar with some basic elements from the theory 
of Riesz spaces and of the operators between them. The needed information is 
contained for instance in the monographs [11], [15] and [17]. 
Given a Riesz space E and x~E+, we shall denote by [ -x ,x ]  the order 
interval {y[yeE, lyl<__x}. A subset M of E is called order bounded if 
MC [ -x ,  x] for some xeE+. An order ideal of E is a vector subspace F of E 
with the property that [ - Ix l ,  [xl] CF  whenever x~F. The order ideal F is said 
to be order dense in E provided that for every xeE+ \ {0}, there is yeF \  {0} 
such that O<_y<_x. 
Let E and F be Riesz spaces. An operator U:E~F is called positive if 
U(E+)CF+; U is called regular if it is a difference of positive operators. In 
case F is order complete, U is regular if and only if U([ - txt ,  Ixl]) is order 
bounded for every x E E. Regular operators on Banach lattices are continuous. 
We shall denote by L.(E,F) the set of all operators U:E-,F with the 
property that U(x,~) ,0 whenever Xn ' 0; recall that, given a sequence 
(x~) C E, the symbol x~ ,0 means that every subsequence of (x~) contains 
another subsequence which is order convergent to 0. The topological dual of 
a Banach space E will be denoted by E*. Given the Banach spaces E and F, 
we shall denote by ~(E, F) the set of all continuous (or bounded) operators 
from E to F; we shall write ~(E)  instead of ~(E, E). For any Ue~(E,F), 
U* e :T(F* E*) will be its Banach space-adjoint. In the case when E and F are 
Banach lattices with order continuous norms, we have L,(E, F)=~(E, F). 
Given a a-finite measure space (X, A,/z), we denote by Lo(g) the Riesz space 
of all equivalence classes of finite A-measurable real functions on X. The order 
on Lo(/~) is as usual: Lo(~)+ is the set of classes of functions which are ~t-a.e. 
positive. It is well known that Lo(/.t) is order complete and order separable. In 
order to avoid complications, we shall not use special notations to distinguish 
between measurable functions and elements of Lo(/~), the latter being classes 
of functions; it will follow from the context whether the letter f denotes a 
function or its class in Lo(g). XM will be the characteristic function of a set 
MeA. 
For every sub-a-algebra A' of A, g]A' will be the restriction of ¢t to A'; 
LoOIA' ) is canonically identified with a vector sublattice of Lo(/~) (L2(I~IA') 
being thus identified with a closed vector sublattice of L2(/~)). For every 
MeA, (M, AIM,~[M ) will be the restriction of the measure space (X,A,I~) 
to M: here AIMdenote the a-algebra {NINeA, NCM} of subsets of M, while 
¢tlM is the restriction of fl to AIM. 
As /~ is a-finite, X can be decomposed as X 1UX2, where ztlX 1 is purely 
atomic and /~IXz has no atoms; this decomposition is unique up to sets of 
measure zero. We shall refer to X1 as to the atomic part of X. An order ideal 
E in Lo(g) is called non discrete if it is not contained in the band {f i fe Lo(l O, 
fzx2=O} of Lo(kt). /~ is called separable if L2(/~ ) is norm separable; this 
happens for instance if A is countably generated. 
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The lemma below will be used in the next section in order to reduce the non- 
separable case to the separable one. 
LEMMA 1. Let (X, A, a) be a a-finite measure space and let E be a non 
discrete order ideal in Lo(¢O. Then there is a countably generated sub-a-algebra 
A'  o f  A such that EALo(alA') is a non discrete order ideal in Lo(ltlA'). In 
particular, if  lz is not purely atomic, then 12]A' will also be not purely atomic. 
PROOF. There is a set M~A of finite nonzero measure disjoint from the 
atomic part of X and such that Z~teE. As/z[M has no atoms, there is a double 
sequence (Mmn)CA such that for every re>l ,  (Mmn)n>l is a partition of M 
with the property that g(M, nn)<_m 71 for n> 1 ([1], ch. IV, § 9, Lemma 7). The 
sub-a-algebra A' of A generated by the Mmn'S has all the required properties. 
An important and widely studied class of order ideals in L0(/z ) is the class of 
normed function spaces determined by function norms. Given a function norm 
([11], ch. 1, § 9) Q : L0(/z)~ fiR+ U {~}, the normed function space L~(/2) deter- 
mined by it is defined as the order ideal {f]f~Lo(~O, Q(f)< c~} endowed with 
the norm obtained by restricting L). When it is norm complete, Le(/2 ) is called 
a Banach function space. 
Given an order ideal E in L0(/z), we shall denote by E × the K6the dual of 
E, that is, the order ideal in L0(B ) formed by those g with the property that 
fg~Ll(12 ) for every f~E.  In the case when E is order dense in Lo(/~), there is 
a canonical bijection between E × and L,(E, ~) ([17], Theorem 86.3): to a 
g e E × there corresponds the linear form f~  ~ fg dlz on E .  This has two conse- 
quences. Firstly, if a Banach function space L~(/z) is order dense in Lo(g) 
and has order continuous norm, then Lo(B)* is canonically identified with 
Le(ct ) × =Le,(/z ), where ~)' (the so-called associate of ~)) is defined by ~ ' ( f )= 
= sup { I Ifg]dl~l If~Lo(/U),e(f) < - 1}. Secondly, if (Y, 27, v) is another a-finite 
measure space and E, respectively F, are order dense order ideals in L0(~ ), 
respectively Lo(v), then each UeL,(E ,  F) gives rise to an adjoint operator 
U x :FX~E x. 
We recall now the notion of an integral (or kernel) operator. Let (X, A, ~) 
and (Y, 2;, v) be two a-finite measure spaces. By a kernel we shall mean a 
XxA-measurable real function on YxX.  Given a kernel k, define Int (k): 
Dom (k)-*Lo(v) as follows: Dom (k) (which is an order ideal in L0(p) ) is the 
set of al l feLo(a) such that the function t~ I Ik(t,s)f(s)]dP(s) is v-a.e, finite. 
Int (k) associates to f~  Dom (k) the class of a finite X-measurable function g 
such that g(t)=~ k(t,s)f(s)da(s) holds v-a.e. 
Given a vector subspace E of Lo(lO, we say that an operator U: E~Lo(v) 
is integral provided that there is a kernel k such that ECDom (k)  and 
U= Int (k)lE. 
A significant class of integral operators i the class of operators of Carleman 
type. Recall that U: L2(P)--,Lo(v) is called an operator of Carleman type ([16], 
p. 55) provided that there is a kernel k satisfying the Carleman condition 
I Ik(t,s)12dct(s) < oo 
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for v-almost all t s Y and such that U=Int  (k)lL2(p). This is in fact an 
extension of the classical notion of a Carleman operator; the classical definition 
(see for instance [31) assumes in addition that U(L2(p))CL2(v). The kernel k is 
uniquely determined by U up to v × p-equivalence. Order theoretic onsider- 
ations are important for us just because of the following remarkable charac- 
terization of operators of Carleman type due to Korotkov [4], which makes use 
of the order structure of Lo(v) (see also [17], Theorem 99.7): An operator 
from L2(p) to Lo(v ) is of Carleman type if and only if it maps the closed unit 
ball B 2 of L2(p) onto an order bounded subsset of Lo(v). 
Let U:L2(g)--,Lo(v) be an operator of Carleman type. As U(B2) is order 
bounded in Lo(v) and Lo(v) is order complete, it follows that sup:~82 i U(f)l 
exists as an element of L0(v); we shall call it the majorant of U. It is well 
known that the majorant of U is the class of a finite function v-a.e, equal to 
the function t~ (f lk( t, s)12dp(s)) 1/2, where k is the kernel determined by U (see 
for instance [17], Corollary 99.5). 
2. THE MAIN RESULTS 
Throughout his section, (X, A,p) and (Y, Z,v) will be a-finite measure 
spaces. We begin by listing some definitions which extend some known 
concepts. Let E 0 and E be order ideals in L0(p) such that EoCE, let F be an 
order ideal in Lo(v ) and let I :F~Lo(v) ,  respectively J :Eo~E denote the in- 
clusion maps. 
DEFINITION 1. An operator U: E ~ F is called Eo-integral if  lU J  : Eo ~ Lo(v ) is 
an integral operator. 
DEFINITION 2. An operator U : E ~ F is called Eo-preregular if lUJ  : Eo ~ Lo(v ) 
is a regular operator. 
DEFINITION 3. Let G be an order ideal in Lo(v). An operator U : Lz(p)-~F is 
called G-Carleman provided that IU is an operator of  Carleman type and its' 
majorant belongs to G. 
The classical notion of a bounded integral operator between L2-spaces , as it 
appears in [3], corresponds to the case E=E o=L2(g) and F=Lz(v ) in Defi- 
nition 1. On the other hand, the situation Eo=Lo~(IONE corresponds to 
Korotkov's notion ([5]-[7]) of a partially integral operator. 
The case Eo=E in Definition 2 corresponds to almost regular operators, a
class studied by N. Popa in [13] (for E and F belonging to a special class of 
order ideals). 
By expressing a kernel as the difference of its positive and negative parts, it 
is seen that every E0-integral operator is E0-preregular. 
The case F=Lz(v ) and G=Lo(v) in Definition 3 corresponds to classical 
Carleman operators, and the case F= G = Lo(v) to operators of Carleman type. 
On the other hand, the case F= G = Lo(v) corresponds to the so-called integral 
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operators of finite double norm (see [16], section 3). In particular, L2(v )- 
Carleman operators are just Hilbert-Schmidt operators. It is worthwhile to note 
that, whenever L2(fl) is infinite dimensional, every element of Lo(v) + is the 
majorant of some Carleman operator U~fffl(L2(fl),LE(V)); consequently, 
distinct order ideals G give rise to distinct classes of G-Carleman operators. 
It is known that, in general, the adjoint U* of a Carleman operator Ue 
E ~q(L2(fl), L2(v)) is not an integral operator. However, we have the following 
result. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let E be an order dense order ideal in Lo(lt ) and let Ue 
eL . (E ,  L2(v)) be such that U × is E×-Carleman. Then U is E-integral. 
PROOF. Let k × :X× Y-+R be the kernel determined by U ×. We first prove 
that 
(1) ~ ~ [kX(s, t)f(s)lxM(t)dp(s)dv(t)< oo 
for every feE  and every MeZ with v(M)< oo. Indeed, 
S If(s)]($ ]kX(s,t)lZM(t)dv(t))dp(s) < - 
<_ v(M) 1/2 ~ [f(s)l(~ Ik×(s, t)lZdv(t))l/2dp(s)< 0% 
as the function s~( i  [k×(s, t)12dv(t)) 1/z belongs to E × by hypothesis. 
From (1) it follows that the function t~  [k×(s,t)f(s)]dp(s) is v-a.e, finite 
for every feE .  Consequently, we have ECDom (k), where k:  Y×X-+~ 
denotes the kernel given by k(t,s)= k×(s, t). It remains to prove that U and 
Int (k) coincide on E. For this purpose, it suffices to prove that 
U(f)dv= ~ Int (k)(f)dv 
M M 
for every feE  and every MeL"  with v(M)< oo (remark that the integral on the 
right side exists by virtue of (1)). We have 
U(f)dv = ~ fU  x (XM)dfl = ~ f (s)(~ k × (s, t)XM(t)dv(t))dp(s), 
M 
Int (k)(f)dv = I ZM(t)(i k × (s, t)f(s)dp(s))dv(t), 
M 
and the two double integrals are equal by virtue of (1). This is the desired result. 
The main device for the proof of our theorems is provided by the following 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose p separable and let Me A be a set of  finite nonzero 
measure disjoint from the atomic part of  X. Then there are A ~ £a(L2(P)) and 
e ~ (0, p(M)) with thefollowingproperty:for every NCM with p(N) >_ c, the set 
A([ -XN,  XN]) has a nonvoid interior (with respect o the norm topology on 
L2(U)). 
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PROOF. Let (M, AIM, plM) be the restriction of the measure space (X, A, p) 
to M. Suppose that we know there are an operator B6~(L2(plM)) and 
e e (0, p(M)) such that B([-XN, XN]) has a nonvoid interior in L2(plM) when- 
ever NCM and p(N)>__e. Then we may define A as DBC, where C:  L2(/~)~ 
~L2(p]M) denotes the restriction map and D is any isometry of L2(plM) onto 
L2(~). 
Hence, all we have to prove is the existence of B and e. To this purpose, we 
may assume, without loss of generality, that a(M) = 1. As the measure space 
(M, AIM, alM) is separable and contains no atoms, it is isomorphic (in the 
measure theoretic sense) to the measure space [0, 1] endowed with Lebesgue 
measure 2. Consequently, it suffices to make our construction in the space 
L2(,~). Let (rn)n_> 1 denote the sequence of Rademacher functions on [0, 1] 
(rn(t)=sign sin 2~7rt). It follows from Khintchine's inequalities (see [I0], 
Ch. 2 for an elementary proof) that there is a constant c>0 such that 
c( ] ] ~ a~rnl2d,l) 1/2< - ] I ~ anr~ld2<-( ] I ~ a.r~lZd)O 1/2 
0 n=l  0 n=l  0 n=l  
for every m_> 1 and all scalars a 1, ...,am. Let e-- 1 -4 -1c  z. We shall prove that 
(2) 2 -1c( i  I ~ anrnl2dj') 1/2<- J l ~ anrn!d2<-( i l ~ anrnl2d)O 1/2 
0 n~l  N n=l  0 n=l  
for every m _> 1, all scalars al, ..., am and every NC [0, 1] with Jl(N)_> e. Indeed, 
I I ~ a.r.]d2= ][ ~ a.r.ld)~- ]1 ~ anr.l(l-xN)dX>- 
N n=l  0 n=l  0 n=l  
>---C( i t ~ anrnl2d)O1/2-( ] [ ~ anrnl2dj.)l/2(1-J.(N)) 1/2> 
0 n=l  0 n=l  
i 
>2-1C( ~ I ~ anrn{2d2) 1/2
0 n=l  
The operator B is defined as the Banach space-adjoint of any T6 ~(L2(~.)) 
which maps Lz(~l) isometrically onto the closed vector subspace R 2 of L2(~) 
generated by (r~)n>_l. To see that B and e have the required property, let 
NC [0, 1] be such that ~(N)>_e and let K :  Lz(~.)-~L1(21N) be the composition 
of the inclusion map L2()0--*L 1 ()0 and of the restriction map L 1 ()~)~L t ()tiN). 
The inequalities (2) say that K establishes a topological isomorphism between 
R 2 and the closed vector subspace R 1 of LI(21N) generated by (K(rn))n~l. 
Hence, KT is a topological isomorphism of L200 onto RI; consequently, 
(KT)*:Lo,(J.IN)-~Lz(J.) is an open map. But (KT)*=BK*, K*:L=(~.IN)~ 
--*Lz(J. ) is the inclusion map (K*(f) equals f on N and 0 on [0, 1] \N)  and 
[--XN, XN] is just the closed unit ball of Lo~(~IN). Therefore, B([--XN, XN] ) 
has a nonvoid interior in L2()0. This concludes the proof. 
As we have just seen, Proposition 2 is proved for a separable measure/~; 
consequently, we shall need the lemma below which enables us to take ad- 
vantage of Proposition 2 even in a non-separable situation. 
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LEMMA 1. Let G be an order ideal in Lo(v). An operator U: L2(a)~Lo(v) is 
G-Carleman if  and only if U ILz(lt[A') is so for every countably generated sub- 
a-algebra A' of  A. 
PROOF. The "only i f "  part is immediate. To prove the " i f "  part, observe 
first that an infinite subset SO of Lo(v ) is order bounded if and only if every 
countable subset of SO is so. Indeed, S ° is not order bounded in Lo(v ) if and 
only if there is u6Lo(v) + \ {0} such that 
(3) nu= sup nuAI f  I, n>l  
f~  S a 
([2], Lemma 64C). Supposing SO not order bounded and choosing u so that (3) 
holds, the order separability of Lo(v) enables us to find, for every n___ 1, a 
countable subset SOn c SO such that nu = supr~ o nuA I f l .  The countable subset 
St'= U,~l SOn of SO verifies (3) (with SO' instead of SO) and hence it is not 
order bounded. 
We apply now the above remark to U(B2), where B 2 denotes the unit ball of 
L2(p). For any countable subset f¢ of B 2, there is a countably generated sub- 
a-algebra A' of A such that ~CL2(aIA" ). By hypothesis, UIL2(121A' ) is of 
Carleman type, hence U(~) is order bounded in Lo(v). Consequently, U(B2) is 
order bounded in Lo(v), that is, U is of Carleman type. 
Let g=supf~s 2 jU(f)r be the majorant of U. As Lo(v) is order separable, 
there is a countable subset ~ of B2 such that g=supi~ , [U(f)l. If A' denotes 
a countably generated sub-a-algebra of A such that ~CL2(PlA'), then U and 
U]L2OtlA' ) have the same majorant, while UIL2(a)A') is G-Carleman by 
hypothesis. Hence, U is G-Carleman. 
THEOREM 1. Let E be a non discrete order ideal in L2(/2 ). Then for any 
operator U: L2(a)~Lo(v), the following assertions are equivalent: 
i) U is an operator of Carleman type. 
ii) UA is E-integral for every A ~ ~(L2(a)). 
iii) UA is E-preregular for every A ~ 5~(L2(a)). 
In case that tx is separable, we may add 
iv) UA 0 is E-preregular for a certain A 0 ~ ~(L2(p)), not depending on U. 
PROOF. Clearly i) = ii) = iii) = iv). We first prove iv) = i) in the separable case. 
As E is non discrete, we have zM6E for some set M~A of finite nonzero 
measure which is disjoint from the atomic part of X. Let A0 be the operator 
given by Proposition 2 applied to M. If IdA o is E-preregular, then the set 
UAo([-XM, ZM]) is order bounded in Lo(v ). Hence, the image by U of some 
open ball in L2(lu) is order bounded in Lo(v) and consequently U is an operator 
of Carleman type. 
Finally, we prove iii)= i) in the general case. By Lemma 1, we have to show 
that U[L2(p(A') is of Carleman type for every countably generated sub-a- 
algebra A' of A. So let A' be given, let lt'=alA', U'= U]L2(12') and let P 
denote the orthogonal projection of L2(/2) onto L2(B' ). By Lemma 1 from 
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section 1, we may assume that E '=  EALo(I~') is non discrete. If A ~ £g(L2(p')), 
then UAP is E-preregular by hypothesis. Consequently, U'A is E'-preregular 
for every A ~ N(Lz(p')), which implies that U' is of Carleman type by the 
above part of the proof. Hence, U is of Carleman type and the proof of the 
theorem is complete. 
Korotkov's result (Theorem 2 in [7]) asserts that Ue ~(L2(H)) is a Carleman 
operator provided that UA is Loo(p)NLz(/0-integral for every A e~(L2(tt)) 
(¢t being a a-finite not purely atomic separable measure). Our theorem is a 
stronger result, as the class of Loo(,u)NL2(H)-preregular operators strictly 
contains the class of Loo(p)NL2(p)-integral operators. For instance, the 
identity map belongs to the former but not o the latter when ~ is not purely 
atomic; in fact, in the situation when there are no atoms in X, the inclusion map 
E--*Lo(p) is disjoint, in the order theoretic sense, from any integral operator 
from E to Lo(p). The method employed by Korotkov in the proof of his 
theorem is essentially different from ours and makes use of spectral properties 
of Loo(H)f3 L2(P)-integral operators not shared by all L= (g)VILz(H)-preregular 
operators in ~(L2(p)). Besides, unlike as in Korotkov's theorem, the measure 
~t in our theorem is not assumed to be separable; in the case when ~ is separable, 
our result yields an operator A 0 which does not vary with U. 
The proof of Theorem 2 will require the following lemma: 
LEMMA 2. Let T : L2(v)--, L 1 (H) be a bounded operator such that T* : L~(p)---, 
--'L2(v) is regular. Then T is regular. 
PROOF. T* is a difference of positive operators from L=(/a) to Lz(v); hence, 
T** is a difference of positive operators from Lz(v ) to L= (/1)*= L I(/~)**, that 
is, T**:Lz(v)-+Ll(l~)** is regular. It follows that for every f~Lz(v) ,  the 
element supigk<!jL I T(g)l exists as an element of LI(/~)**; but, according to the 
fact that LI(/~) is a band in LI(/I)** ([17], Theorem 114.7), the above supre- 
mum belongs to LI(/,). Consequently, T([ -  If], lfl]) is order bounded in 
LI(/~). As f was arbitrary, T is regular. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that v is not purely atomic and let E be an order dense 
order ideal in Lo(l, ). Then for any UeL , (E ,  Lz(V))  , the following assertions 
are equivalent: 
i) U x is EX-Carleman. 
ii) BU is' E-integral for every B ~ 5f(Lz(v)). 
iii) BU is E-preregular for every B ~ ~(La(v)). 
In case v is separable, we may add 
iv) BoU is E-preregular for a certain B o E Y'(Lz(v)), not depending on U. 
PROOF. Clearly ii) ~ iii) = iv). 
i) ~ ii) Let U x be E X_Carleman. The definition of an E X_Carleman operator 
implies that U X B* is so for every B ~ ~(L2(v)). As (BU)x = U X B*, it follows 
by Proposition I that BU is E-integral. 
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We prove now iv ~ i) in the separable case. As v is not purely atomic, there 
is a set MeX of finite nonzero measure which is disjoint from the atomic part 
of Y. By Proposition 2, there are A ~(Lz (v ) )  and e~(0, v(M)) such that 
A([-ZN, ZN] ) has a nonvoid interior whenever NCM and v(N)>_e; we take 
A * as B 0. Let UeL, (E ,  L2(v)) be such that BoU is E-preregular. For a given 
feE+,  we have BoU( [ - f f ] )c  [-h,h] for some h ~Lo(v)+. There is a subset 
N of M such that v(N) >_ e and hZN ~ L2(v). Consequently, if S : Lo~ (/2) ~E and 
T:Lz(v)-*Lz(v ) denote the operators given by S(g)=fg, T(g)=zNg, then 
TB o US : L~ (/2)~L2(v) is a regular operator. We have TB o US = (S x U ×A T)*, 
where S × :E  × ~L1(/2 ) is given by SX(g)=fg. Hence, S x U×AT: L2(v)~LI(/2 ) 
is regular by Lemma 2 and consequently, SXUXAT([-ZN, XN])= 
=SXUXA([-ZN,  XN]) is order bounded in L1(/2). As A([-ZX,  ZN]) has a 
nonvoid interior, it follows that the image by S x U × of the closed unit ball B 2 
of Lz(v) is order bounded in LI(/t). 
In conclusion, we have proved the following: for every feE+,  there is 
h ~L1(/2) such that 
(4) IfUX(g)l<__h, g~B 2. 
As E is order dense in L0(/2), there is an increasing sequence (Mn)n,1 of 
measurable subsets of X such that U ~=1 Mn =X and ZM. ~E for n >__ 1. Taking 
each •M, as f in (4), we obtain that {XMUX(g)Ig~B2} is order bounded in 
L0(/2); consequently, UX(B2) is order bounded in L0(/2 ) which shows that U × 
is an operator of Carleman type. Now (4) shows that the majorant of U x 
belongs to EX; therefore, U x is an EX-Carleman operator. 
Finally, we prove iii)= i) in the general case. By Lemma 1, we have to show 
that U x IL2(v127') isEX-Carleman for every countably generated sub-a-algebra 
X' of 27. So let 27' be given, let v'=- v]27' and let P be the orthogonal projection 
of L2(v ) onto L2(v'). By Lemma 1 of section 1, we may assume that v' is not 
purely atomic. If B~.~(L2(v')), then BPU is E-preregular by hypothesis; 
consequently, UXlL2(v ") =(PU) × is EX-Carleman by the above part of the 
proof. We conclude that U × is EX-Carleman and the proof of the theorem is 
complete. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that v is not purely atomic. Let E be an order dense 
order ideal in Lo(/2) and let Le(/2) be a Banach function space with order con- 
tinuous norm such that ECLQ(/2). Then for every Ue~(Lo(/2), Lz(v)), the 
following assertions are equivalent: 
i) U* is E ×-Carleman. 
ii) BU is E-integral for every B e ~(Lz(v)). 
iii) BU is E-preregular for every B e ~f(Lz(v)). 
In case v is separable, we may add 
iv) BoU is E-preregular for a certain Bo e ~(Lz(v)), not depending on U. 
PROOF. Let V= U J, where J :E-,Lo(/2) denotes the inclusion map. Then 
VEL,(E,  Lz(v)) and V×=J×U*. As J× :Le,(/2)--*E x is also an inclusion 
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map, it follows that U* is EX-Carleman if and only if V × is so. Hence, the 
corollary is a consequence of Theorem 2. 
In the special case when E= L~(p), the above corollary takes the following 
form: 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose that v is not purely atomic and let Lo(I~) be a Banach 
function space with order continuous norm order dense in Lo(l~ ). Then for 
every U~ 5~(L0(11), L2(v)), the following assertions are equivalent: 
i) U* is L o,(l~)-Carleman. 
ii) BU is an integral operator for every B ~ Lg(L2(v)). 
iii) BU is Le(~)-preregular for every B ~ ~(L2(v)). 
The case Lo(p)= L2(~) is worth to be mentioned as a separate statement, as 
it leads to a characterization f Hilbert-Schmidt operators. 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose that v is not purely atomic. 
U~ £g(Lz(p), L2(v) , the following assertions are equivalent: 
i) U is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. 
ii) BU is an integral operator for every B e ~(L2(v)), 
iii) BU is Lz(lt)-preregular for every B ~ ~(L2(v)). 
Then for every 
The equivalence i) ¢* ii) in the above corollary was proved by V.B. Korotkov 
in [9] for the case when/~ = v and v is a cr-finite not purely atomic separable 
measure; note that no separability assumption is made in our result. We also 
want to discuss the relation between the above equivalence i)~ iii) and B.M. 
Makarov's characterization f Hilbert-Schmidt operators given in [12]. In the 
mentioned paper, it is proved that an operator Ue ~(L2(g), Lz(v)) is Hilbert- 
Schmidt if and only if for every B e Se(Lz(v)), BU is regular as an operator 
from L2(/l) to L2(v ). In the case when v is not purely atomic, our implication 
iii) ~ i) is stronger than Makarov's, as preregularity is a weaker condition than 
regularity. On the other hand, our result does not apply to the case when v is 
purely atomic; it is Makarov's characterization that should be used in this 
situation. 
As another application of Corol lary 1, we characterize those operators 
UE ~P(L2(kt), L2(v)) with the property that BU is partially integral in the sense 
of Korotkov for every B e ~?(Lz(v) ). 
COROLLARY 4. Suppose that v is not purely atomic. Then for every 
UE ~?(L2(//), L2(v)) , the following assertions are equivalent: 
i) U* is (L1 (I~) + L2(ll))-Carleman. 
ii) BU is Lo~(I~)fqL2(#)-integral (or partially integral, in Korotkov's termino- 
logy) for every B ~ ~(Lz(v)). 
iii) BU is Lo~(l~) NL2(l~)-preregular for every B ~ ~(Lz(v)). 
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